HENRY WISE WELLNESS CENTER
BOWIE STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLERGY INJECTION INFORMATION

HOW TO GET STARTED

• Take enclosed letter and form to your allergist to be completed and signed.
• Bring your allergy serum, schedule and the signed instructions sheet to the Henry Wise Wellness Center.
• Store allergy serum at the Henry Wise Wellness Center. When vaccine vial is nearly empty, the student should contact their allergist for additional vaccine and new written instructions.

YOUR ALLERGY SHOTS

• Plan to wait 20-30 minutes after the injection is given, as a precaution because of possibility of a reaction.
• Alert a nurse of any adverse reaction symptoms you may experience.

PLEASE READ AND SIGN THE FOLLOWING

1. I have read the above information and agree to the waiting period and appointment schedule.
2. I have had a local and systemic reactions explained to me.
3. I have been instructed to tell the attending nurse any physical problems I have had since my last injection, which with special attention to any physical problems within the last 24 hours.
4. I understand I must order my own serum as needed.
5. I understand I must have my allergist complete and sign the Henry Wise Wellness Center Injection Sheet and return it the wellness center prior to receiving my allergy injections.
6. I understand I must call my allergist when doses have been missed past the original instructions. If I repeatedly miss injections, the desensitization series may have to be discontinued. This is because of the increased risk when a haphazard schedule is followed.

Name: ___________________________________        Student ID # _______________________
Date: ______/_______/_______                        Signature: _____________________________